To aid UW Anthropology students in exploring educational and career opportunities, we have started a mentoring network comprised of UW Anthropology alumni, including many who live and work in the Seattle area. Our mentors have valuable and unique experiences and perspectives that can benefit current students, especially those hoping to gain insights from professional anthropologists pursuing a variety of academic and non-academic careers.

If you are interested in becoming a mentor, please contact Catherine Zeigler at czeigler@uw.edu [1].

**Robertson Allen** [2]
Senior consultant, The Hartman Group
Conflict [3], Ethnography [4], Food [5], Popular Culture [6], Science and Technology [7], Visual Culture [8]
View profile and contact info » [2]

**Sara Jo Breslow** [9]
Social Science and Incubators Lead at EarthLab, University of Washington
Culture [10], Environment [11], Social Justice [12], Space/Place [13]
View profile and contact info » [9]

**Tapoja Chaudhuri** [14]
Lecturer, Matteo Ricci Institute and Seattle University
Environment [11], Landscape [15], Publics/Public Spheres [16], South Asian [17]
View profile and contact info » [14]
HEATHER D. CLARK [18]
Instructor, Rainier Scholars and UW Lecturer
Disability [19], Identity [20], Language [21], Sociocultural Anthropology [22]
View profile and contact info » [18]

DAMARYS ESPINOZA [23]
Manager of community engagement and community-based research at Environmental Health-Public Health Seattle & King County
Indigenous [24], Indigenous Methodologies [25], Medical Anthropology [26], Public Health [27], Qualitative Methods [28], Sociocultural Anthropology [22], Xicana Studies [29]
View profile and contact info » [23]

JENNIFER FERRIS [30]
Senior Archaeologist and the Pacific Northwest Cultural Resources Practice Group Leader at Cardno Archaeology [31], Pacific Northwest [32], Tribal and Agency Consultation [33], Tribal Resources [34]
View profile and contact info » [30]

MARLAINE GRAY [35]
Affiliate Assistant Professor, Research Associate, Kaiser Permanente Washington Health Research Institute Health [36], Health Disparities [37], Institutions [38], Narrative Analysis [39], Public Health [27], Qualitative Methods [28], Research Methods [40]
View profile and contact info » [35]

SALEM GUGSA [41]
Senior Research and Evaluation Advisor, International Training & Education Center for Health (I-TECH)
African [42], Biological Anthropology [43], Culture [10], Data Visualization [44], Global Health [45], HIV [46], Medical Anthropology [26], Public Health [27], Qualitative Methods [28], Quantitative Methods [47]
View profile and contact info » [41]

BEN HANOWELL [48]
Data Scientist, Global Expansion Market Intelligence, Amazon
**JACK JOHNSON** [49]
Archaeology Curation Services Manager, Burke Museum
Archaeology [31]
View profile and contact info » [49]

**DAVID J. KATZ** [50]
U.S. Department of State and Senior Foreign Service Officer
Conflict [3], Ethnography [4], Government [51], Institutions [38], Politics of Representation [52], Publics/Public Spheres [16]
View profile and contact info » [50]

**BOB KOPPERL** [53]
Archaeologist, Willamette Cultural Resources Associates, Ltd.
Archaeology [31], Community Archaeology [54], Indigenous Archaeology [55], Zooarchaeology [56]
View profile and contact info » [53]

**STEVEN G. LAUTZENHEISER** [57]
Lecturer, Department of Anthropology, University of Tennessee Knoxville
Anatomy [58], Biological Anthropology [43], Evolution [59], Functional Morphology [60], Human Paleontology [61], Nonhuman Primates [62], Quantitative Methods [47]
View profile and contact info » [57]

**ED LIEBOW** [63]
Affiliate Associate Professor, Executive Director of the American Anthropological Association
Cultural Anthropology [64], Ecology [65], Environment [11], Government [51], Medical Anthropology [26], Public Health [27], Research Methods [40], Sociocultural Anthropology [22]
View profile and contact info » [63]
HENRY LYLE [66]
Product manager and user researcher, University of Washington
Conflict [3], Indigenous [24], Quantitative Methods [47], South American [67]
View profile and contact info » [66]

TOM MINICHILLO [68]
Affiliate Assistant Professor, King County Archaeologist
Archaeology [31], Lithic Analysis [69], Public Archaeology [70]
View profile and contact info » [68]

AMY NEWCOMB [71]
Development Consultant, Lazord Foundation
View profile and contact info » [71]

MELISSA R. POE [72]
Washington Sea Grant social science program lead, and liaison to NOAA's Northwest Fisheries Science Center (NWFSC).
Cultural Anthropology [64], Ecology [65], Environment [11], Indigenous [24], Pacific Northwest [32], Social Justice [12], Space/Place [13], Urban Studies [73]
View profile and contact info » [72]

GRAHAM PRUSS [74]
Postdoctoral Scholar with the Benioff Homelessness & Housing Initiative, at the UCSF Center for Vulnerable Populations
Applied Anthropology [75], Behavioral Ecology [76], Con-structuralism [77], Critical Theory [78], Ethnography [4], Medical Anthropology [26], Public Health [27], Space/Place [13], Subaltern Studies [79], Urban Studies [73], Vehicle Residency [80], Visual Anthropology [81]
View profile and contact info » [74]
SHAMELLE RICHARDS [82]
Policy assistant for the Centro SOL Migrant Health Policy Group
Law and Society [83], Medical Anthropology [26], Public Health [27]
View profile and contact info » [82]

MONICA ROMERO [84]
UW Law School Student
Human Rights [85], Immigration [86], Law and Society [83], Social Justice [12]
View profile and contact info » [84]

JESSIE RYKER-CRAWFORD [87]
Associate Professor, Museum Studies, Institute of American Indian Arts (IAIA)
American Indian/Native American [88], Art [89], Artifacts [90], Museum Studies/Museology [91], Visual Anthropology [81]
View profile and contact info » [87]

AMANDA TAYLOR [92]
Archaeologist, Willamette Cultural Resources Associates
Archaeology [31], Culture Resource Management [93], Pacific Northwest [32], Shell Middens [94], Stone Tool Analysis [95]
View profile and contact info » [92]

KIMBERLY WILEY [96]
Senior Regulatory Affairs Coordinator at the University of Washington
Health [36], Public Health [27]
View profile and contact info » [96]
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